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everyone knows what the female complaint is: women live for love,
and love is the gift that keeps on taking. 

(Berlant 1)

Martha meets hollywood
like Paula in Gaslight, alicia in notorious, and the new Mrs. de Winter in Rebecca,
the eponymous female protagonist of rainer Werner fassbinder’s 1974 melo-
drama Martha finds love abroad. it’s love at first sight for Martha (played by ac-
tress Margit Carstensen) and her future husband helmut salomon (karlheinz
Böhm of Sissi fame) when they cross paths in rome. like her cinematic prede-
cessors, Martha will fall in love, and she will suffer dearly for it. this essay exam-
ines Martha as fertile ground for interrogating fassbinder’s relationship to gender
politics, to classical hollywood cinema, and to affect—from the aesthetic repre-
sentation of emotion to the “affected,” or exaggerated, staging of gesture. i con-
sider Martha in a comparative framework, focusing on the film’s relationship to
the 1940s hollywood paranoid woman’s film1 and to Douglas sirk’s 1950s hol-
lywood melodramas, both of which are subgenres of the american “woman’s
film,” a label referring to hollywood films from the silent era through the 1960s
that have female protagonists, that take on typically “female” problems—such as
domesticity, marriage, love, and family life—and that are, “most crucially,” mar-
keted to female audiences (Doane 3). such an approach illustrates the ways in
which Martha both draws on and pushes against the narrative strategies, tropes,
and images of hollywood and women’s culture in order to take what lauren
Berlant calls the “female complaint”—that “women live for love, and love is the
gift that keeps on taking”—to an aesthetic and narrative extreme (1). i consider
to what end fassbinder appropriates such hollywood aesthetics, drawing on an
amalgam of theories of melodrama and of the american woman’s film, in addition
to Bertolt Brecht’s writing on Gestus. though i hardly want to reclaim fassbinder
for feminism,2 a film like Martha, viewed both transnationally and as a product
of fassbinder’s Germany, pushes against Berlant’s theory of the american
woman’s film and the female complaint as tools for women to manage their in-
timate lives under conditions of patriarchy, inequality, and capitalism, for “bar-
gaining with what there is” (31). in bringing Berlant’s critique to bear in a 1970s
West German context, i also hope to offer a more capacious understanding of
the term “woman’s culture”—one that includes non-american texts.  
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“It was like lightning striking”
the viewer first encounters Martha in rome on holiday with her domineering
father, who dies suddenly from a heart attack. after being robbed by a group of
italian students, Martha must seek help at the German embassy in rome, where
it is revealed that her full name is Martha hyer, that she is thirty-one years of age
and single, and that she lives at 21 Detlef sierk straße in konstanz, a lake town
bordering switzerland in southwest Germany.3 Martha takes awkward drags from
her first-ever cigarette (her father always forbade her from smoking) as she explains
to the bored embassy worker that she was born in konstanz, went to school there,
and works there as a librarian. Before going to the embassy, Martha crosses paths
by chance with helmut. the two characters never speak; rather, they walk toward
one another, Martha in the direction of the embassy, and helmut toward Martha’s
now-empty taxi. as they approach each other, their eyes lock. Cinematographer
Michael Balhaus circles the two figures with a 360-degree tracking shot. this dra-
matic orbit signals that Martha and helmut have been mutually—and irre-
versibly—transfixed by one another. “it was like lightning striking,” as Gregory
Peck’s character says of the first time he made eye contact with ingrid Bergman’s
Dr. Constance Peterson in alfred hitchcock’s Spellbound (1945). helmut and
Martha enter one another’s orbits a second time in konstanz, and soon thereafter
they marry. the majority of the film’s diegesis follows their honeymoon and their
first months of married life, during which helmut’s increasingly sadistic behavior
leads Martha to believe that her new husband wants to kill her. following the
film’s climax, a hitchcockian car chase and crash, Martha ends up paralyzed, and
completely dependent on helmut. in a bizarre post-production “Unterdrückungs-
gespräch” with Margit Carstensen, fassbinder claims that, by the end of the film,
Martha has achieved “was sie eigentlich wollte” (357). 

lauren Berlant argues in The Female Complaint that the american woman’s
film, as theorized by Mary ann Doane, can be thought of as part of an american
women’s culture that mediates conventional modes of heterosexual desire, love,
and belonging within patriarchal United states society.4 Berlant is concerned in
The Female Complaint with mid-twentieth century women’s culture in the United
states, and her ideas are useful for examining Martha as a “woman’s film” that por-
trays a fictional German woman’s experience of bourgeois marriage. like the
United states’ women’s culture texts that Berlant analyzes,5 Martha explores the
inherent tensions between romantic fantasy and lived intimacy, and deals in “pub-
lic-sphere femininity” by presenting women as inseparable from affect, emotion,
and intimacy (2). in all of her case studies, Berlant returns to the idea that, while
women’s culture may indeed criticize ideology and patriarchy for women’s suffer-
ing, it ultimately remains faithful to that ideology and patriarchy by remaining in
the realm of fantasy and affect. Women’s culture texts present a sentimental view
of the social world as an affective world, inviting women, across a variety of bound-
aries such as race, class, and even time, to see their affective, personal lives as “be-
longing to a larger world, however aesthetically mediated” (4). in other words,
women’s culture texts remind female spectators that although they might be suf-
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fering, at least they are not suffering alone. Martha, i will show, moves beyond
the realm of fantasy and the purely juxtapolitical, critiquing the female complaint
and the patriarchy even as it revels in the narrative, aesthetic, and affective tropes
associated with women’s culture and the female complaint itself. i thus challenge
Berlant’s assertion that the woman’s film necessarily invites female spectators to
take part in the fantasy of the heteronormative intimacy they see onscreen without
asking them to consider the political reality of their own lived experiences.
    as Jennifer fay has shown, German filmmakers who experienced hollywood
films during the postwar period did not simply copy hollywood imports, but
rather “reinterpreted, adapted, and domesticated these fictions” (xvii).6 With this
idea in mind, i consider Martha alongside such 1940s women’s films as George
Cukor’s Gaslight (1944) and hitchcock’s Rebecca (1940) and notorious (1946), all
of which can be loosely grouped under what Doane defines as the “paranoid
woman’s film.”7 in such films, paranoia is staged “in the formulaic repetition of a
scenario in which the wife invariably fears that her husband is planning to kill
her—the institution of marriage is haunted by murder” (Doane 124).8 fay’s analy-
sis of the role played by hollywood cinema in allied postwar efforts toward Ger-
man “reeducation” considers how films like Gaslight might have resonated, both
politically and emotionally, with German women’s experience of occupation life
(xxv). her reading of the role of the woman’s film in postwar Germany is com-
pelling, and i build on her work to show how the “generation after”—in this case
fassbinder—engaged with such hollywood films, keeping in mind eric
rentschler’s idea of the relationship between american and German cinemas as
a complex interplay in which foreign spectators consider the images of another
culture’s images in order to see their own culture in new light (618). With
rentschler’s reading of american and German cinemas in mind, a film like
Martha must be considered seriously not only as a product of 1970s West Ger-
many, of fassbinder’s oeuvre, or even of “New German Cinema,” but also of hol-
lywood and the american occupation. 

Staging Masochism in Martha and the 1940s Paranoid Woman’s Film 
it is no exaggeration to say that Martha would be impossible without paranoid
women’s films like Gaslight, Rebecca, or notorious.9 indeed, fassbinder borrows
numerous narrative and aesthetic elements directly from such films. in Rebecca,
for example, Joan fontaine’s character worries she can never match the sophisti-
cation and beauty of her husband’s first wife. in an effort to be more like the for-
mer Mrs. de Winter (rebecca), she orders a fashionable dress from london and
wears her hair up instead of in her customary plain bob. her husband, who con-
stantly infantilizes her by referring to her as a child, cruelly criticizes her effort,
just as helmut does when Martha tries a new hairdo. helmut laughs at her, and
suggests that she’s too old for such a hairstyle. a few weeks into Martha and hel-
mut’s marriage helmut has his and Martha’s home telephone disconnected, pre-
sumably to keep Martha from contacting anyone while he is away, a scene that
recalls a similar one in notorious. in hitchcock’s film, alicia’s husband has the
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telephone removed from her room after she becomes aware that he has been poi-
soning her, thus preventing her from seeking help. the valium and alcohol-in-
duced suicide attempts of Martha’s mother after her husband’s death prompt
helmut to put his mother-in-law in a psychiatric unit, using her alleged mental
illness to justify why he and Martha cannot have a child. Gregory anton similarly
tells Paula in Gaslight that her mother was insane, insinuating that Paula, too,
must be losing her mind. Gregory also criticizes alicia’s appearance in Gaslight,
commenting at one point on her skin’s “pallor,” just as helmut tells Martha that
she is too pale and too thin. Martha also recalls the paranoid woman’s film of the
1940s from a stylistic standpoint with its foreboding mansion, its facial close-
ups, and its use of the vertical staircase as a background in key scenes. 

of the female protagonists mentioned thus far, Martha’s experiences most
closely mirror those of Paula in Gaslight. Cukor’s film is a paranoid woman’s film
through and through, complete with a frightening old house, suspense, point-of-
view shots (almost invariably from Paula’s perspective), a locked attic, and a dash-
ing young hero who saves Paula from her sinister husband and from madness.
similarly, the imposing home helmut rents for his new bride in Martha was the
scene of a mysterious murder.10 in Gaslight, Paula’s decline from cheerful opera
singer to paranoid shut-in results from her husband telling her repeatedly that
she is tired, unwell, confused, and forgetful. he manipulates her, for instance, into
thinking she has lost his mother’s brooch, when in fact he has taken it from her.
helmut makes a similar move in Martha. During his honeymoon with Martha,
he tells his new wife that his favorite dish is pig’s kidneys in burgundy sauce.
When she makes him this meal later in the film, he tells her he cannot possibly
eat it, because he has “always” been allergic to it. “Du bist nur ein wenig verwirrt,”
he tells Martha, after she tearfully insists that he must be wrong: “Nein nein, hel-
mut. Das ist dein lieblingsgericht.” here lies an almost unbearable tension be-
tween what the film’s spectators know to be true—that Martha is right—and
helmut’s insistence that Martha is simply confused. fassbinder disregards spec-
tatorial knowledge, forcing the viewer, along with Martha, to accept helmut’s
story on helmut’s perverted terms. for Martha, for the women of the hollywood
woman’s gothic, and for the viewer, logic, reason, and memory exist on the man’s
terms.

another important similarity to Gaslight is the way helmut speaks to Martha.
he almost invariably finishes sentences directed toward her with her name, re-
calling the patronizing way Gregory addresses Paula, as if she were a child in
need of scolding: “Du hast nicht etwa angst, Martha?” Compare Gregory’s “are
you becoming suspicious, as well as absent minded, Paula?” or “Don’t get hyster-
ical, Paula.” in stanley Cavell’s memorable formulation, the woman in Gaslight
“is meant to be decreated, tortured out of a mind altogether” (49). the same state-
ment could just as easily refer to Martha. helmut’s mind games and manipulation
make Martha live in terror that she will say or do the wrong thing, or, worst of
all, that she will push helmut away for good. Martha, like Paula, is utterly devoted
to her husband, despite his cruelty. and like Paula, Martha begs her husband to
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stay with her at home anytime he leaves the house, which he often does as pun-
ishment for some misstep or another, as when Martha refuses to listen to the
music he wants her to listen to.11 Despite helmut’s bad behavior and outright
cruelty, when he tells Martha that he wants to marry her, she is grateful: “Danke
helmut. Danke, danke, danke.” like the female protagonists of 1940s hollywood
woman’s films, Martha is grateful for helmut’s love, and she is devastated when
helmut leaves her to travel for work each week. it’s “a match made in heaven be-
tween a masochist and a sadist,” as american film critic Jonathan rosenbaum
suggests (“Martha”). 

it is striking that Berlant’s overall view of postwar U.s. women’s culture—of
which the woman’s film is a constitutive element—suggests a sort of masochistic
relation of women to patriarchy. although women’s culture texts exist for Berlant
as tools for female audiences to engage in processes of negotiating, coping, and
bargaining—and should thus be taken seriously—she also criticizes these texts
for sustaining the system they seek to critique. this masochistic element of the
female complaint is certainly mirrored in—and perhaps magnified by —Martha’s
marriage to helmut. Martha literalizes the masochistic elements of the female
gothic and women’s culture, throwing into sharp relief the masochism inherent
in women’s culture generally and in the female complaint specifically. 

for sigmund freud, masochism presents a unique challenge to his theory of
psychic life: “if mental processes are governed by the pleasure principle in such a
way that their first aim is the avoidance of unpleasure and the obtaining of pleasure,
masochism is incomprehensible” (274). seen in this light, Martha both stages
masochism and conveys freud’s sense of its incomprehensibleness by means of ex-
aggeration and of estrangement. in his short essay “the economic Problem of
Masochism,” freud identifies three kinds of masochism: erotogenic, female, and
moral. erotogenic masochism refers to the derivation of sexual pleasure from
masochism, female masochism to the expression of women’s “feminine nature,” and
moral masochism to “norms of behavior” (276). key to freud’s conception of moral
masochism is that it is only tangentially connected to sexuality, that it is more firmly
rooted in the social world than erotogenic or female masochism, and that it can be
impersonal: “the suffering itself is what matters; whether it is decreed by someone
who is loved or by someone who is indifferent is of no importance” (freud 279). in
this sense, lauren Berlant’s theorization of the female complaint can be understood
as a kind of moral masochism, conceived of as a means by which patriarchal ideol-
ogy and gendered power relations are maintained.

Many elements of the 1940s paranoid woman’s film manifest in Martha as hy-
perbole or exaggerated affect. in Spellbound, Gregory Peck’s character encourages
Constance to spend time with him rather than at work. fassbinder carries this
idea to an extreme, when, following Martha and helmut’s honeymoon, Martha
arrives at work to find that her husband has resigned on her behalf. Moreover,
fassbinder follows through on the violence of the hollywood woman’s film that
is often only evident in an angry or threatening male gaze. Beyond being able to
frighten Martha with a look or by crossing his arms (which he can and certainly
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does), helmut physically and sexually abuses her on a number of occasions.
Whether by forcing her to ride a carnival ride he knows will make her sick, having
sex with her after she gets a painful sunburn, or leaving a Nosferatu-esque bite
mark on her neck, helmut’s manipulation and control of her are physical as well
as psychological.12 linda Williams has argued for the importance of taking seri-
ously female spectators’ experience of aesthetically mediated female masochism.
she is concerned with how female viewers experience masochistic pleasure
through identification with the female characters they see onscreen. however,
the masochism Martha experiences onscreen, whether moral or sexual, seems to
foreclose identification, as Margit Carstensen herself points out in “ein Unter-
drückungsgespräch” when she observes that Martha behaves like a sick person.
fassbinder replies to this that, far from being ill, Martha is no different than any
other woman.13 fassbinder’s hyperbolic statement certainly intends to provoke
Carstensen, but it also emphasizes the identificatory nature of the relationship
between the female spectator and the female protagonist of the woman’s film
pointed to by Williams and Berlant. 

significant, too, are the ways in which Martha departs from the hollywood
paranoid woman’s film. Unlike Cukor’s and hitchcock’s 1940s black and white
paranoid women’s films, fassbinder’s made-for-television Martha is saturated by
color.14 from the film’s opening scenes in rome, to helmut and Martha’s beach-
side honeymoon, to the portrayal of a lush, green, and sunny konstanz, there is
rarely more than a cloud in the sky. With Martha, fassbinder managed to make
“a horror film in broad daylight and on sun-drenched terraces,” as elsaesser writes
(280). finally, unlike the 1940s female gothic, fassbinder’s Martha does not dis-
place the unheimlichkeit of domestic life onto a murder mystery, poison, or the
theft of family jewels; rather, it is simply marriage itself. this distinction is crucial,
as fassbinder offers neither Martha nor the spectator a way out. the film’s lack
of diegetic resolution departs from the happy ending brought about by a rescue
in the nick of time (as in the tradition of serial melodramas), or the tragedy and
catharsis of a rescue that comes “too late” (as in Titanic) that are common in
american film melodramas (Williams 32). fassbinder allows his viewers neither
smiles nor tears; rather, he leaves them with Martha in some kind of waking
nightmare in which she is utterly dependent on her sadistic husband.

Estranging the Woman’s Film: The Female Complaint and Fassbinder’s Germany
Watching films like Gaslight, notorious, and Rebecca today, it is difficult not to see
them as critical of the female complaint. as if anticipating my sense that female
spectators could not possibly put up with the likes of Gregory anton, let alone
helmut salomon, Berlant insists that for all their “orientation toward agency,”
women’s culture texts ultimately help maintain the patriarchy they seek to criticize
by remaining in the juxtapolitical sphere of affect, emotion, and intimacy (2). as
this article has argued thus far, fassbinder’s film both departs from and brings to
an extreme elements of the hollywood female gothic in a way that forces audi-
ence members to think critically about—rather than identify with—Martha’s sit-
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uation. as the following will seek to demonstrate, Martha further estranges the
woman’s film through exaggerated affect, through Brechtian-sirkian techniques
of distanciation, and through uneasy connections between postwar Germany and
1970s West Germany to level a critique against the female complaint itself. in
doing so, Martha presents a strong challenge to Berlant’s criticism that the
woman’s film invites female spectators to take part in the fantasy of heterosexual
intimacy onscreen without asking them to consider the political realities of their
own lived experience. 

Many of the elements of the woman’s film and of film melodramas —facial
close-ups, gestures such as burying one’s face in one’s hands, or displays of “big”
emotions (like love, terror, or grief )—are taken to their limits in Martha. Margit
Carstensen’s superb performance is so overwrought that one is more inclined to
laugh at her than to be moved by her suffering. the film punctuates its characters’
often-deadened affect with bursts of artificially high emotional outbursts—
whether taking the form of manic laughter, hysterical screaming, or rapid shifts
from subdued dialogue to shouting. in one scene, for example, Martha screams,
dramatically drawing the back of her hand to her mouth in a gesture of horror,
when she sees helmut waiting for her on the stairs (at this point she is convinced
that he intends to kill her). he calmly tells her that he has brought her a gift, and
that it is on the bed waiting for her, which prompts her to run away in terror.
such imbalanced moments, combined with the film’s occasional sentimental in-
dulgence in non-diegetic violin concertos during rare moments of domestic har-
mony,15 inevitably produce distance between spectator and screen. By treating
helmut and Martha’s relationship as “poker-faced high comedy,” as rosenbaum
suggests, fassbinder makes the uncomfortable effects produced by helmut’s al-
most laughably cruel treatment of Martha and her increasingly desperate coping
mechanisms all the more unbearable (“Martha”).16

i suggest that Carstensen’s performance is best understood within a Brecht-
ian-sirkian analytic framework. Carstensen’s movements, her speech, and her
posture read as a highly self-conscious, exaggerated staging of social gesture, or
Gestus, which Brecht describes as gestures that resonate with society and that ask
theater audiences to think critically about and draw conclusions about the social
world (104–105). Much of the literature on melodrama, particularly since the re-
discovery of sirk, emphasizes that the social Gestus was always already there, if
buried, in classic hollywood melodramas, legible in their excess, their gendered
mode of address, and their glaring contradictions. in Martha, however, such con-
tradictions are made explicit. in the women’s culture texts Berlant analyzes, Gestus
might function as a way of satisfying its female audiences’ affective expectations,
making a story intelligible and relatable. in Martha, Carstensen’s performance is
recognizable, but hardly relatable. rather than encourage identification or em-
pathy, Carstensen’s over-the-top performance turns the familiar gestures of
women’s culture into social gesture, allowing the audience to consider what are
commonly called “social circumstances.” Carstensen’s masochistic, overwrought
Martha is especially jarring when compared to her somewhat sadistic, domineer-
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ing Petra in fassbinder’s all-female film Die bitteren Tränen der Petra von Kant
(1972).17

any discussion of Brecht must necessarily take into account fassbinder’s rela-
tionship to Douglas sirk and his 1950s hollywood melodramas, which are, like
the paranoid woman’s film or the female gothic of the 1940s, constitutive of mid-
century american women’s culture. indeed, Martha and helmut’s home, with its
excess of mirrors, its elaborate staircase, heavy furniture, and veranda crowded
with plants recalls the mise-en-scène of sirk’s american melodramas. But as eric
rentschler has shown, one of the most common—and tired—narratives about
the relationship between West German cinema and hollywood is that of the
“love-hatred syndrome,” in which hollywood, as metonym for america, provided
“identification figures for a fatherless society” (605). this narrative, he writes, has
been influential in terms of fassbinder’s appropriation of sirk as a leftist Brecht-
ian director who critiqued 1950s america by using melodrama to subversive ends.
While fassbinder’s debt to sirk is certainly important, there is something more
complex at work than fassbinder appropriating sirkian aesthetics to critique hol-
lywood or the ubiquity of american culture in postwar Germany. instead, the
following analysis will suggest that fassbinder uses sirk, a master at telling
women’s stories, to expose the politics of gender and of patriarchy in West Ger-
many during the 1970s. 

By combining a complex take on the hollywood gothic woman’s film with
sirkian aesthetics, fassbinder shows the ways in which societal expectations of
women’s roles in Germany circa 1973 are not so different than they were in the
1940s or 1950s. indeed, fassbinder seems fascinated by what sirk’s films get
across, writing of sirk’s Imitation of Life: “keinem der Protagonisten wird je klar,
daß alles, Gedanken, Wünsche und träume präzise aus der gesellschaftlichen re-
alität entstehen oder von ihr manipuliert sind” (Filme befreien den Kopf 22). it is
clear that fassbinder was thinking not only about sirk’s style or his strategy but
also about the complexities of lived female experience in Germany. Martha cannot
simply be seen as “sirkian,” but rather as a complex estrangement of the 1940s
female gothic and sirk’s melodramas that emphasizes continuity as much as it
does change. in the following, i will point to the specific ways in which fass-
binder’s estrangement of the hollywood woman’s film functions in the context
of 1970s Germany.

in Martha, fassbinder clearly draws from a narrative and aesthetic mode of
filmmaking from an earlier period, one of gender conservatism associated with
postwar efforts at reestablishing patriarchal authority. fassbinder’s use of the
american woman’s film of the 1940s and 1950s is especially striking considering
that second-wave German feminism was in full swing when fassbinder made
Martha in 1973, the same year as the first international women’s film seminar in
Berlin and one year before the publication of the first issue of Frauen und Film
in 1974, the landmark journal dedicated to feminist film theory and practice.
elizabeth heineman describes the years of defeat and occupation in Germany
as “the hour of women,” a particular moment of women’s mobilization in which
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the figure of the Trümmerfrau was preeminent and linked to discourses of recon-
struction and rebuilding (75). heineman observes that during the 1980s, West
German women viewed “the hour of women” as a lost opportunity for radical
emancipation. any emancipation that the war brought ultimately resulted in little
more than “a reconsolidation of male privilege,” emblematic of “the domesticity
of the 1950s” (76). the historical context in which Martha was made is, of course,
different from that of the immediate postwar period. fassbinder made the film
in a post-1968 West Germany that had already begun to see the social and po-
litical agitations of the student movement and of a burgeoning radical feminism.
and yet, Martha goes from working in the public sphere as a wage earner to
working in the domestic sphere as a homemaker, ostensibly as her husband, an
engineer, profits from the West German Wirtschaftswunder. in both concrete and
imaginary ways, Martha suggests that the leftist political movements of the 1960s
did little in the way of radically changing the lives of West German women. By
transferring the 1940s woman’s film to 1973 in Martha, fassbinder draws an un-
easy comparison between gender roles in the postwar moment to gender roles in
1970s West Germany.18

Unlike most of the women in 1940s hollywood films (Spellbound’s Constance
is an exception), Martha is somewhat older and has a career that she is good at
and that she enjoys. yet, despite the fact that she is well educated, sophisticated,
and relatively independent, the film makes clear that the death of her tyrannical
father signals not emancipation but rather the transfer of her subjection from one
man to another, perhaps reflecting the historical situation of German women’s
“emancipation” during the war, only to defer again to their returned brothers, hus-
bands, and fathers after the country’s defeat. and, as fassbinder communicates
in Martha, post-45 is not so easily separated, aesthetically or politically, from post-
68. in one particularly bizarre sequence, helmut forces Martha to read an engi-
neering book about dam construction. as she, zombie-like, recites a passage about
concrete, one is hard pressed not to think of the Wirtschaftswunder, and the em-
phasis on rebuilding Germany, both economically and physically, during the ade-
nauer years. the image of a dam also suggests a damming of emotions, both for
Martha in her marriage to helmut, and in women’s relationship to its history. 

Martha also connects the immediate postwar moment and fassbinder’s Ger-
many visually, with Martha’s bright lipstick, shining eyes, and impeccably tailored
clothes. indeed, Martha recalls sirk’s female leads in his colorful 1950s melodra-
mas. Martha, her mother, and her two girlfriends look as if they belong to another
era, an idea signaled visually early in the film, when Martha walks up rome’s
spanish steps with her father. her pristine white pantsuit, heavy make-up, and
well-coiffed hair recall Marlene Dietrich, and contrast sharply with the appear-
ance of the grubby italian students spending time on the steps. Martha, it would
seem, took no note of the German student movement of the 1960s, nor does she
seem to have benefitted from the election of the left-leaning social democrats in
1969. indeed, there is something decidedly anachronistic about Martha and her
social circle. in an early scene after her return to konstanz from rome, Martha
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shares ice cream with a friend, who explains that Martha simply has no idea how
marriage really works, confiding, “ich habe gelernt meinem Mann immer recht
zu geben. immer und überall.” Doing so is more peaceful, she explains, and one
needs fewer tranquilizers. 

fassbinder’s Martha critiques the female complaint by taking it to a masochistic
extreme, estranging women’s culture within a particular socio-historical context
that encourages critical engagement with gender relations in fassbinder’s own
Germany. as a woman’s film, Martha challenges Berlant’s assertion that women’s
culture texts do not ultimately critique the system in which they are made, arguing
that even those texts with “surprises and blockages” are merely “part of the con-
vention and not a transgression of it” (4). Whether through harnessing the af-
fective and emotional excess of the woman’s film as Brechtian distanciation,
through exaggerated social gesture, or through the playful appropriation of
sirkian aesthetics, fassbinder estranges the hollywood woman’s film in Martha,
critiquing the masochism inherent in gender roles under patriarchy. in doing so,
Martha refuses its audience “relief from the political,” a process that Berlant argues
is facilitated by women’s culture (Berlant 10).

taken alongside fassbinder’s performative “Unterdrückungsgespräch” with
Margit Carstensen from 1974, Martha offers a counter example to Berlant’s the-
ory of women’s culture texts as resources for helping women manage their inti-
mate lives under conditions of patriarchy and capitalism, without seeking to
critique or change those conditions. Consider the following excerpt from the
piece, in which Carstensen both defends and pities Martha, while fassbinder in-
sists that Martha’s ending is a happy one: 

Whether fassbinder truly believes that Martha has what she has always wanted—
complete dependence on a man—is less important than what his saying so
achieves. in both the film and in his “Unterdrückungsgespräch” he brings the fe-
male complaint and the idea of “what women want” in heterosexual love rela-
tionships to hyperbole, in the figure of Martha sitting passively in a wheelchair
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MarGit CarsteNseN: . . . Nur verstehe ich dann den schluß tat-
sächlich nicht: warum sie damit zufrieden sein soll. 
raiNer WerNer fassBiNDer: sie geht doch zu helmut zurück.
MC: Weil sie keine andere Wahl hat, wenn sie auf dem krankenbett liegt.
als er kommt, fängt sie an zu schreien und sagt “nein.”
rWf: Und dann findet sie sich ab. Weil sie letztlich ihre erfüllung ge-
funden hat.
MC: ich weiß nicht, ob das eine erfüllung ist, wenn sie nur noch in ihrem
rollstuhl sitzt und nur deshalb nicht mehr von ihm gequält wird, weil
sie jetzt an sich eine Gequälte ist. 
rWf: aber das wäre doch die größte masochistische erfüllung, nicht
mehr lebensfähig zu sein. (359) 
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as the hospital elevator closes on her and helmut’s story. fassbinder, by absurdly
insisting Martha has a happy ending, criticizes the complacency that women’s
culture facilitates. 

through hyperbole and estrangement, in both Martha and in “ein Unter-
drückungsgespräch” with Carstensen, fassbinder forecloses the possibility of the
character Martha being used as juxtapolitical tool to allow female spectators to
see their lives “as part of something social” (x). instead harnessing affect in such
a way that might satisfy the need for political engagement without actually en-
gaging in politics, Martha does so to alienating ends. By negating rather than af-
firming the female complaint, fassbinder challenges “the fantasy that love ought
to be the gift that keeps on giving,” which Berlant says is the “fundamental com-
mitment of female complaint rhetoric” (15). if women’s culture texts document
the ways women survive, bargain, and sometimes flourish under conditions of
gross inequality—juxtapolitically through intimacy and romantic love—Martha
suggests that romantic love, as “the gift that keeps on taking,” may not be worth
living for after all. through its highly self-conscious, exaggerated take on the
classical hollywood woman’s film, Martha invites critical spectators to reconsider
the “female complaint” through the lens of fassbinder’s camera.

Notes

        1 Mary ann Doane argues that the 1940s woman’s film is a particularly compelling
object of study because of hollywood producers’ expectations that most moviegoers during
and after World War ii would be women. films from this period, she writes, have “an in-
tensity and an aberrant quality” connected to shifting familial, gender, and sexual roles
during World War ii (4). throughout this paper, i use the term “female gothic” inter-
changeably with “paranoid woman’s film.”
       2 fassbinder was known for being a difficult and demanding director. in 2000, German
filmmaker rosa von Praunheim made a documentary called Für mich gab’s nur noch Fass-
binder: Die glücklichen Opfer des Rainer Werner F (released in the United states as Fass-
binder’s Women). for further insight into fassbinder’s relationship with his female stars,
see “frauen bei fassbinder.”.
       3 Detlef sierck straße is named for the German-american émigré director Douglas sirk,
whom fassbinder famously admired. although best known for his 1950s hollywood melo-
dramas, sirk directed a number of popular films in Germany during the 1930s. for an
overview of sirk reception during the 1970s, see koch. for sirk and melodrama, see klinger. 
       4 following the work of Christine Gledhill and Maria laPlace, Berlant theorizes
american women’s culture as an “intimate public,” which may form “when a market opens
up to a bloc of consumers claiming to circulate texts and things that express those people’s
particular core interests and desires” (5). fore more about the figure of the female consumer
in postwar West Germany, see Carter.
       5 examples include olivia higgins’ novel now, Voyager (1941) and Douglas sirk’s Im-
itation of Life (1959).
       6 robert siodmak’s The Spiral Staircase (1945), hitchcock’s Suspicion (1941) and Shadow
of a Doubt (1943), and robert stevenson’s Jane Eyre (1944) were among those films that
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played in occupied Germany (fay 144).
       7 according to Doane, the woman’s film is easily combined with film noir, the gothic,
or the horror film (4).
       8 as fay has shown, the paranoid woman’s film has roots in the eighteenth- and nine-
teenth-century woman’s gothic novel (145).
       9 as thomas elsaesser writes of Martha, “the film is such a hollywood subject that it
comes as no surprise that it is based on a Cornell Woolrich story and that Martha hyer
was a chilly hollywood star of the 1950s and 1960s (starring in sirk’s Battle hymn, and
playing the frigid fiancé of frank sinatra in Minnelli’s classic Some Came Running)” (279). 
       10 although in this article i am interested primarily in comparing Martha with the
hollywood paranoid woman’s film, Martha also recalls theodor fontane’s Effi Briest (pub-
lished serially from 1894 to 1895 and as a book in 1896). Upon moving to the provinces
with her new, much-older husband, effi thinks she hears a ghost above her room. Just as
helmut’s motivation for telling Martha about the murder in their home seems to be to
frighten her, effi’s husband does little to assuage his young bride’s fears. significantly, fass-
binder made a black-and-white film version of Effi Briest starring hanna schygulla (with
karlheinz Böhm in a minor role) in 1974, the same year he made Martha. for a discussion
of the similarities and differences between fassbinder’s adaptation of Eff i Briest and
Martha, see elsaesser (281–282).
       11 helmut demands that Martha listen to music by the sixteenth-century flemish com-
poser orlando di lasso. Martha prefers Gaetano Donizetti’s tragic opera Lucia di Lam-
mermoor, a tale of forced marriage that comments on Martha’s own marriage, as Caryl
flinn has argued (86).
       12 the aesthetic representation of bodily abuse directed toward women has roots, ac-
cording to linda Williams, in Marquis de sade and Gothic fiction (“film Bodies” 4).
       13 i read fassbinder’s statements in “ein Unterdrückungsgespräch” as primarily perfor-
mative, though there is ample evidence that fassbinder was remarkably cruel to his female
stars. hanna schygulla has been particularly vocal about her fraught relationship with
fassbinder. see, for example, her articles “Wer wirft den ersten stein?” Konkret 3 May
1973: 19 and “ich will nicht länger seine Puppe sein.” Zeit-Magazin 8 June 1973: 14.
       14as David Batchelor has shown, color in Western culture has historically been asso-
ciated with the trivial, with the feminine, and with the superficial. Color in film is no ex-
ception; hollywood’s early color films tended to be musicals, fantasies, and period pieces,
while more “serious” genres like drama remained in monochrome (31).
       15 Most of the (pitch-perfect) music in Martha comes from the German romantic com-
poser Max Bruch’s first violin concerto.
       16 flinn reads Martha in terms of camp, not comedy: “Given the extent to which Martha
hyperbolizes male sadism and female masochism and stages them within a hyperconven-
tional bourgeois marriage, it would be ludicrous to deny its potential camp effects. yet
camp is not coterminous with comedy” (52).
       17 thomas elsaesser in fact counts both Böhm’s helmut (in Martha) and Carstensen’s
Petra (in Die bitteren Tränen der Petra von Kant) among fassbinder’s “domestic monsters,”
those characters known for their emotional cruelty (29).
       18 as rentschler has argued, fassbinder’s films are always reflecting on life in the fed-
eral republic, especially “its less attractive aspects” (“american friends” 28). in the case of
Martha, along with his Fox and his Friends (1975) and In a year with 13 Moons (1978),
fassbinder imagines the federal republic as a “battleground of sexual politics” (“american
friends” 28).  
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